
Fair labour standards 
OUR MIGRANT COLLEAGUES 
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

BESIX Group’s internal policies
BESIX Group has implemented strict internal policies 
regarding the respect of migrant colleagues’ rights, often 
going beyond its legal obligations. These measures are 
of course mandatory for each branch or subsidiary of 
the Group. Among the measures are for instance the fact 
that these colleagues are employed and paid directly by 
the Group without intermediaries, and that the company 
covers their full health insurance. Migrant colleagues are 
hired through official agencies that do not require them to 
pay any fees or back payments. Migrant blue and white 
collars retain their identity documents at all times and are 
provided with qualitative, comfortable accommodation, 
including places of worship for each religion and culturally 
appropriate menus. They freely appoint representatives to 
relay grievance or requests to the company and have access 
to all information in a language they know.

IN THE MIDDLE EAST, BESIX GROUP HAS BEEN A MAJOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY SINCE 
1965. OVER THE YEARS, THE GROUP HAS CARRIED OUT SOME OF THE MOST AMBITIOUS AND 
DECISIVE PROJECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CERTAIN COUNTRIES, IN PARTICULAR THE 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES AND QATAR. THESE PROJECTS REFLECT THE EXPERTISE OF BESIX 
GROUP’S ENGINEERS, BUT ALSO THE WORK OF THOUSANDS OF BLUE COLLARS, WHICH ARE 
ALMOST ALL MIGRANT COLLEAGUES FROM INDIA, BANGLADESH AND NEPAL. THERE ARE 
5,000 OF THEM CURRENTLY ON THE BESIX GROUP PAYROLL, WORKING ON THE COMPANY’S 
CONSTRUCTION SITES. IT IS ALSO WITH THEM, WITH THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND WITH 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS THAT BESIX GROUP HAS SET A PRECEDENT IN RESPECTING 
AND PROMOTING FAIR LABOUR PRACTICES IN THE BROADER REGION, A COMMITMENT THAT IS 
NOW WIDELY ACKNOWLEDGED BY FOREIGN STATES, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AND NON-
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS.

Hand in hand with  
the unions 

In June 2021, BESIX Group, BWI 
and the Belgian trade unions  
FGBT-ABVV and CSC-ACV, 
committed themselves together 
to support the recognition of 
occupational health and safety as a 
fundamental right by the International 
Labour Organization (ILO). In early 
2022, in Dubai, they called on 
Belgium to support their initiative. 
On this occasion, they handed 
over their Declaration for Safe and 
Healthy Workplaces to the Belgian 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Economy and Employment, 
Pierre-Yves Dermagne, in the 
presence of King Philippe of Belgium, 
Queen Mathilde of Belgium and 
representatives of the ILO Regional 
Offices for the Arab States, the 
European Union and the Benelux. 

Adapting the work to 
the warmer seasons

Working hours are adapted according 
to the season. For example, in 
the United Arab Emirates, work 
is interrupted from 15 June to 
15 September between 12.30 pm 
and 3 pm. BESIX Group sometimes 
extends this rule, especially when 
the humidity and temperature reach 
levels that are considered too high. 
In addition, on site, employees are 
provided with quality equipment, 
cool and ventilated areas for breaks, 
drinking water and refreshing towels.

Independent monitoring
In recent years, the living and working conditions of migrant 
colleagues have been independently audited on a number of 
occasions, including in the United Arab Emirates and Qatar. 
In addition to those carried out by local authorities, these 
audits were mainly conducted by the Building and Wood 
Workers’ International (BWI), an international federation of 
351 trade unions from 127 countries, representing around 
12 million workers. This follows the signing of an international 
framework agreement with BWI in December 2017 for the 
promotion of fair labour practices and the establishment 
of a monitoring mechanism. In this context, BWI has free 
access to BESIX’s construction sites and migrant blue and 
white collar’ housing, when they live in accommodations 
provided by BESIX Group.
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A lasting societal role
With the BWI, BESIX Group has also committed to promoting 
the rights of migrant colleagues externally. This is achieved in 
several ways, in particular through the Group’s relationships 
with its subcontractors. 

First of all, BESIX Group requires them to sign a code of 
conduct which obliges them to respect the Group’s 
standards and allows audits to be carried out in their 
facilities. When breaches are found, the priority is to help 
them improve and to find solutions. For example, BESIX 
Group has sometimes hosted subcontractors’ blue collars in 
its own accommodation when subcontractors’ facilities were 
audited as not up to BESIX standards. It has also happened 
that the Group paid the unpaid wages of subcontractors’ 
employees and deducted them from the payments due to the 
subcontractor in events where subcontractors were failing to 
compensate their employees adequately. As such the BESIX 
Group companies ensure that subcontractor’ employees are 
always paid, which is necessary for their wellbeing.

In the event of unwillingness or blatant breach of standards 
on behalf of subcontractors, a range of provisions, which 
local laws allow, enables financial penalties or even outright 
termination of the contract. 

What experts say about us
In recent years, eminent figures from international 
organisations have publicly cited BESIX Group as a 
reference in promoting worker welfare in the Middle 
East. This is the case for the former Chairperson 
of the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Organization, Luc Cortebeeck, who declared in the 
press and in the Flemish Parliament that BESIX’s 
practices were among the best in the field. The director 
of Amnesty International Belgium did the same in the 
Belgian press, presenting BESIX as an example to 
follow. The Secretary General of BWI, Ambet Yuson, has 
also expressed himself publicly on several occasions, 
explaining that BESIX Group applies standards in the 
Middle East that are as good as in Europe.

Excelling in safety
Safety at work is BESIX Group’s number one priority 
on all its sites. This is also the case in the Middle East 
where BESIX Group has one of the best safety records 
in the region. This is generally similar to that of the 
Group’s other sites around the world, including Europe. 
Most sites often achieve several million working hours 
without an accident resulting in work incapacity.

Number one in the  
construction sector
In October 2021, BESIX Group’s subsidiary in the 
Middle East, Six Construct, was awarded the Dubai 
Chamber of Commerce’s Social Responsibility Label for 
the 9th consecutive time. It is also the only construction 
company in the country to achieve this!
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